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Abstract

We report a new measurement of Rb using data obtained during the ���� SLD run�

This measurement uses a double tag technique� where the selection of a b hemisphere is

based on the reconstructed mass of the B hadron decay vertex� The method utilizes the

�D vertexing capabilities of SLD�s new CCD vertex detector and the small and stable

SLC beams to obtain a high b tagging e�ciency and purity of ����� and ������

respectively� We obtain a preliminary result of Rb 	 
���
��
�

��stat� �
�

��syst��


�


�Rc
for ���� data� With our previous measurement from ������ data� we obtain

a combined preliminary ���� result of Rb 	 
����� � 
�

��stat� � 
�

��syst��
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� Introduction

The measurement of the fraction of hadronic Z� decays into bottom quarks� Rb 
 �Z�
�bb��Z�

�hadrons�
provides a precision test of the standard model �SM� Since QCD and oblique �propagator
corrections are common to all quark �avors� these corrections mostly cancel in the ratio of
partial widths� Therefore� given the top mass measured by D	 and CDF ���� Rb is sensitive
to physics beyond the standard model which directly a�ects the Zbb vertex�

A previous measurement of Rb by SLD introduced the mass tag ��� to identify B hadrons
with high e�ciency and purity� This method of identifying B hadrons has been signi�cantly
improved utilizing SLD�s upgrade vertex detector� VXD� ���� The VXD� detector consists of
�� ��cm� custom made CCDs� a total of �	� Mpixels� providing a �D space point resolution of
approximately ��m along each coordinate� The measured track impact parameter resolution
is �r���m� 
 ��� ���p sin��� �� �rz��m� 
 ��� ���p sin��� � where p is the track momentum
expressed in GeV�c� A detailed description of the SLD detector can be found elsewhere ����
This paper presents an analysis of Rb using the mass tag for the ���� SLD run with a total
of �	k Z� events collected with VXD��

� Method

Hadronic events are divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the thrust
axis of the event� Each hemisphere is then individually tagged for the presence of a B
hadron� The fraction of hemispheres tagged as originating from b quarks is given by

Fs 
 Rb�b �Rc�c � ��� Rc �Rb�uds

and the fraction of events with both hemispheres tagged as originating from a b quark is
given by

Fd 
 Rb��b
� � �b��b � ��b �Rc��c

� � �c��c � ��c � ���Rc �Rb�uds
��

The above two equations are solved for Rb and �b� the e�ciency for tagging a B hadron� The
e�ciencies for tagging charm� �c� and uds� �uds� as well as the bottom and charm correlations
for tagging both hemispheres in an event� �b and �c� respectively� are taken from Monte
Carlo �MC studies� A �xed SM value of RC 
 	���� is used�

��� Event Selection

Hadronic event selection is based on the visible energy and track multiplicity in the event�
The visible energy is measured using central drift chamber �CDC tracks and must exceed ��
GeV� There must be at least � CDC tracks� � having associated hits in the vertex detector�
We also require that the thrust axis� measured from calorimeter clusters� satis�es jcos�j �

�



	���� This insures that the event is contained well within the acceptance of the vertex
detector� Additionally� we restrict events to contain no more than � jets so that hemispheres
are well de�ned� Jets are de�ned by the JADE algorithm applied to tracks with ycut 
 	�	��
A total of ���	� events pass the above hadronic event selection and jet cut� Monte carlo
studies indicate that there is �	�� � 	���� bias in favor of selecting bb events with these
cuts� The remaining non�hadronic background is negligible at � 	��� level�

The SLC interaction point �IP has a size of approximately �����	����		�m in �x�y�z�
The motion of the IP xy position over a short time interval is estimated to be approximately
��m� Since this motion is smaller than the xy resolution for �tting tracks to �nd the
primary vertex �PV in a given event� we use the average IP position� hIP i� for the x and
y coordinates of the primary vertex� The average is obtained from tracks in approximately
�	 sequential hadronic events� The z coordinate of the PV is determine from each event
separately� This results in a PV uncertainty of ��m transverse to the beam direction and a
longitudinal uncertainty of ���m� ���m� and ���m for uds� c� and b events� respectively� By
averaging over many hadronic events to �nd the primary vertex xy� b�tag correlation e�ects
between hemispheres due to PV error are signi�cantly suppressed�

��� Track Selection

Reconstruction of the mass of B hadrons is preceded by �rst identifying secondary vertices
in each hemisphere� Only tracks that are well measured are included in the vertex and mass
reconstruction� Tracks are required to have at least �� CDC hits� start within a radius of
�	cm� and have a transverse momentum greater than 	��� GeV� The CDC track is also
required to extrapolate to within �cm of the hIP i in xy and within ���cm of the PV in
z� The �t of the CDC track must satisfy ���d�o�f� � �� At least two vertex detector hits
are required� the combined CDC�VXD� �t must satisfy ���d�o�f� � �� and jcos�j � 	����
Tracks with an xy impact parameter 	 ��	mm or an xy impact parameter error 	 ��	�m
with respect to the IP are removed from consideration in the vertex and mass reconstruction�

��� Vertex Mass Reconstruction

Vertex identi�cation is done using a topological vertexing method ���� Each track is pa�
rameterized by a Gaussian resolution tube in �D with a width equal to the uncertainty in
the measured track position at the IP� Points in space where there is a signi�cant overlap
of tracks is considered as a possible vertex point� Determination of a vertex is done by
clustering maxima in the overlap density distribution into vertices for separate hemispheres�
Secondary vertices are found in approximately ��� of all b hemispheres� �	� for charm�
and � �� for uds hemispheres� Previously� using our vertex detector� VXD�� we �nd sec�
ondary vertices in approximately �	� of bottom and ��� of charm� and � �� of light quark
hemispheres�
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Only vertices that are signi�cantly displaced from the PV are considered to be possible
B hadron decay vertices� We require the distance between the PV and the secondary vertex
to be a factor of � larger than the root mean square error of the primary and secondary
vertices along the PV�vertex axis�

Due to the cascade nature of the B decay� tracks from the decay may not all originate
from the same space point� Therefore� a process of adding tracks to the secondary vertex
has been developed to identify all B decay tracks for mass reconstruction� The criteria for
adding tracks to the vertex is illustrated in �gure �a� A track is attached to the secondary
vertex if

� the �D closest approach to the PV�secondary vertex axis� T� is � �mm�
� the distance along the vertex axis to this point� L� is 	 	��mm� and
� the L�D 	 	���� where D is the secondary vertex decay distance�

The �rst cut ensures that the added track is in close proximity to the B �ight path� The
second and third cuts prevent the addition of tracks that are consistent with coming from
the IP�

The invariant mass of the B candidate is obtained assuming each track has the mass
of a charged 
� We improve the b tagging e�ciency by applying a kinematic correction to
the calculated invariant mass� Due to the neglect of information about the neutral particles
in the decay� the SV �ight path and the SV momentum vector are typically acollinear� In
order to compensate for the acollinearity we correct the invariant mass using the minimum
missing momentum �Pt transverse to the SV �ight path� To reject non�bb events with an
arti�cially large Pt due to detector resolution e�ects� we de�ne Pt with respect to a vector
tangent to the error boundaries of both the PV and the SV � such that Pt is minimized �see
Fig� ��b� The ability to make this minimal correction is most e�ective at SLD due to the
small and stable beamspot of the SLC and the high resolution vertexing� We then de�ne
the Pt�corrected mass as

M 

q
M� � P �

t � jPtj�

where M is the invariant mass of the vertex� and requireM� ��M to reduce the contami�
nation from fake vertices in light quark events� The distribution ofM is shown in Fig� �� By
requiring M 	 � GeV�c� we signi�cantly increase our b�tag e�ciency� yielding �b 
 ������
while maintaining a high purity of ������

The e�ciency and purity performance for tagging B hadrons as a function of mass tag
is shown in �gure �� For a mass tag cut greater than � GeV�c�� we obtain MC e�ciencies
of ������ ������ and 	�	��� for b� c� and uds hemispheres� respectively� The b�hemisphere
correlation is �b 
 	����	���MCStat�

�� For the calculation of Rb at a low mass cut� where the
charm fraction is signi�cant� we �nd that the inclusion of charm tag hemisphere correlation
has a noticeable e�ect� For a mass tag cut of � GeV�c�� we measure Rb to be 	���	� �
	�		��stat�
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Figure �� �a An illustration of the SV track attachment criteria� �b Illustration of the min
Pt derivation�

� Systematic Errors

The systematic uncertainty in measuring Rb is due to a combination of MC and detector
related quantities� Each contribution to the error manifests itself through the charm and uds
e�ciency� charm and bottom correlations� and the assumed SM value of Rc� The systematic
errors are given in Table � and described below�

��� Detector Systematic Error

The Monte Carlo contains approximately ���� more reconstructed tracks than the data�
Therefore� tracks are randomly removed from the MC depending on the transverse momen�
tum� Pt� �� and cos�� of the track� so that the track multiplicity in the data and MC agree�
The systematic error due to the e�ciency correction is obtained by assigning an error equal
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Figure �� Distribution of Pt corrected mass for data �points and MC breakdown of the b� c
and uds contributions�

to the change in Rb when the analysis is done with and without these corrections�

The impact parameter resolution in the data is slightly worse than the MC due to residual
alignment e�ects� The impact parameter distribution tails agree well between the data and
MC� while the core of the MC distribution requires smearing corrections to match the data�
We smear the impact parameters with a random Gaussian width of ��m�sin� in xy and
�	�m�sin�� in rz� The full di�erence in Rb introduced by the smearing process is estimated
as the systematic error�

��� Physics Systematic Error

The systematic error due to uncertainties in physics is assigned by comparing the nominal
MC distributions with an alternative set of distributions based on the present world average
measurement uncertainties in these physical parameters� The two signi�cant sources of
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Figure �� E�ciency and purity as a function of mass tag cut�

systematic errors from light quark events come from the uncertainties in long lived strange
particle production and gluon splitting into heavy quark pairs� The e�ects of strange particle
production are studied by varying the ss production probability in jet fragmentation� For
gluon splitting e�ects� the g � bb and g � cc production rates are varied according to the
OPAL g � cc measurement ��� and the theoretical prediction for the ratio of g � bb�g � cc
����

The various charm hadron production rates and fragmentation parameters are varied
within the present LEP measurement errors� Charm hadron fragmentation is studied by
varying the average scaled energy hxEi in the Peterson fragmentation function ���� as well
as by studying the di�erence between Peterson model� and the Bowler model ��� with the
same hxEi� Charm decay lifetimes are varied according to the world average measurement
errors ��	�� The charm decay charged multiplicity and K� production rate systematic uncer�
tainties are based on measurements by the Mark�III measurements ����� Charm decays with
fewer neutral particles have higher charged mass and are therefore more likely to be tagged�
Thus� an additional systematic uncertainty is estimated by varying the rates of charm decays
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The MC B decay modeling uncertainty enters via the �b estimation� It is studied by
varying the B lifetime� �b production rate� fragmentation function and the B decay charged
multiplicity in a similar manner as for the charm systematic studies� Simulation errors which
a�ect the tagging e�ciency are studied by comparing data and MC angular distributions
of the b tagging rates� and a systematic error is assigned to the di�erence� Hard gluon
radiation e�ects are estimated from ��	� variation of the fraction of MC events where
both B hadrons are contained within the same hemisphere and a hard gluon is in the other�
The b tagging e�ciency increases with the B hadron momentum� and there is a di�erence
between the hemisphere momentum correlation for the HERWIG ���� and JETSET ����
event generators� Thus� an error is assigned to this di�erence� The various sources of error
on Rb as a function of mass tag cut is shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Rb statistical and systematic error as a function of mass tag cut�

� Conclusions

We have measured Rb using a high e�ciency and purity tag based on the mass of displaced
vertices� With SLD�s upgrade vertex detector� VXD�� we have been able to increase the
e�ciency for tagging B hadrons from approximately ��� for the ����� analysis using VXD�
to ��� with VXD�� This increase has allowed us to measure Rb with the same statistical
error as our previous measurement using approximately ��� times less data�

Using �	k Z� events during the ���� run with VXD�� we measure Rb 
 	���	� �
	�		��stat� � 	�		��syst� � 	�			�Rc

� With ��	k Z� events obtained during ����� running�
we measure Rb 
 	����� � 	�		��stat� � 	�		��syst� � 	�			�Rc

� We report a combined pre�
liminary ����� result of Rb 
 	������ 	�		��stat� � 	�		��syst� � 	�			�Rc

� where all results
include a �	�			� correction for the �exchange e�ect� This measurement is consistent with
the standard model expectation of 	����� and with measurements at LEP �����
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Light Quark Systematic 
�uds� �Rb

g�bb 	����	���� �	�			�	
g�cc �����	���� �	�			��
K� production ��	� �	�				�
Total uds physics systematic ������	

Charm Systematic 
�c� �Rb

D� production 	����� 	�	�� �	�				�
Ds production 	����� 	�	�� �	�				�
c�baryon production 	�	��� 	�	�� 	�			��
c�frag� hxEiD 
 	����� 	�		� �	�				�
D� lifetime 	����� 	�		� ps �	�				�
D� lifetime ��	��� 	�	�� ps �	�				�
Ds lifetime 	����� 	�	�� ps �	�				�
�c lifetime 	��		� 	�	�� ps �	�				�
D decay multiplicity �	�			��
D�K� production �	�			��
D decay no�
� frac� �	�				�
Total Charm Physics systematic ������	

B decay modeling 
�b� �Rb

B lifetime �	�	� ps 	�				�
B decay hNchi 
 ����� 	��� 	�			��
b fragmentation 	�			��
�b production fraciton 	�	��� 	�	� 	�				�
Hard gluon radiation 	�				�
B momentum correlation 	�				�
b�tag cos � dependency 	�				�
Total bb Physics systematic ������

Detector Systematic �Rb

Tracking resolution 	�		���
Tracking e�ciency 	�			��
hIP ixy smear 	�			��
MC statistics 	�			��
Event selection bias 	�			�	
Total detector and MC �������

Rc 
 	����� 	�		� �������

Total 
excl� Rc� �������

Table �� Summary of systematic uncertainties for the M 	 ��	 GeV�c� cut�

��


